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History
Stills from our new history titles

Causes of the Industrial Revolution
From 1700 until the beginning of the First World War in 1914, 
a period of great social, political and economic upheaval 
unfolded across the globe. There are many contributing 
factors that made the Industrial Revolution possible. In this 
program we focus on the agricultural revolution, the rise of 
the factory, the invention of the steam engine, and the role 
of Britain’s empire.
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• Cause and Effects in Agriculture 

• Timeline of Textile Industry Inventions

• Analysing a Historical Newspaper

• Infographic Map of Raw Materials

• Paintings from the Era

• Transcripts

• Suggested Responses

Additional Resources

The Industrial Revolution
The Industrial Revolution was a key force in shaping the modern world.  This two part series investigates 
the causes and impacts of this ground breaking period of history. 
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Impacts of the Industrial Revolution
This program provides an overview of the most significant 
impacts on working conditions and the environment 
during and after the Industrial Revolution.  The time 
period is notorious for its dangerous factory conditions, 
lack of worker and child labour rights, and overcrowded, 
unsanitary and polluted cities. As a result, protests and new 
laws improved labour and environmental issues, though 
problems still exist today.
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• Factory Life – Writing a Narrative

• Historical Inquiry – Protesters and Reformers

• Matching Terms and Definitions

• Have we learned from our mistakes?

• Transcripts

• Suggested Responses

Additional Resources

ACDSEH082, ACDSEH080, ACDSEH081

Viking Life
When Mikey catches his neighbour practising for an 
upcoming film role as a Viking, he unexpectedly learns a 
whole lot about the real Vikings — and perhaps that his 
neighbour is taking his research just a little bit too far! This 
light-hearted and entertaining look at the Vikings is packed 
with fascinating information about the daily life of Vikings 
including home life, work, leisure, laws and society.  
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• Making Predictions

• Viking Vocab

• Lifestyles:  You vs the Vikings

• Viking War of Words

• Transcript

• Suggested Responses

Additional Resources

The Vikings
This engaging series explores essential Viking information in a memorable and fun way which is sure to 
appeal to history students.
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Viking Expansion
While practising for his upcoming acting role as a Viking, 
“Erik” gets a little carried away and ropes his neighbour 
Mikey into joining him on a modern day exploration 
mission, with a little bit of looting on the side! This light-
hearted and entertaining look at the Vikings is packed with 
fascinating information about Viking expansion, and how 
they were able to be such successful raiders, traders and 
explorers.

Erik the Red, Viking Legend
When a modern day Viking finds himself in police custody, 
being questioned over some bizarre recent activities, he 
tells the officer an almost unbelievable story – that of 
famous Viking, Erik the Red.  Can his fantastic tale really 
be true, or is this a case of one actor taking his upcoming 
Viking role too seriously? This is a light-hearted and 
entertaining look at Erik the Red’s significant contribution to 
Viking expansion and settlement.
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ACDSEH047, ACDSEH048

ACDSEH049

• Check Your Viking Knowledge

• Viking Recruitment

• Vikings on the Vorld Vide Veb

• Mind Mapping Erik’s Story

• Famous Vikings and Their Origins

• Erik’s Board Game

• Viking Expansion Map

• Transcript

• Suggested Responses

• Transcript

• Suggested Responses

Additional Resources

Additional Resources


